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Finding a Hamiltonian cycle in a graph is used for solving major problems in
areas such as graph theory, computer networks, and algorithm design. In this thesis
various approaches of Hamiltonian cycle algorithms such as backtrack algorithms and
heuristic algorithms, their basic ideas, and their actual implementations are studied.
Three specific implementations are explained in detail and tested with randomly
generated 4-regular planar graphs that are 2-connected and 4-edge connected. The results
are analyzed and reported.
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1. Introduction

The Hamiltonian cycle is named after the famous Irish mathematician Sir William
Rowan Hamilton. The Hamiltonian cycle in a graph is a cycle that passes through all the
vertices exactly once. The problem of finding a Hamiltonian cycle in a graph is called the
Hamiltonian Cycle Problem.
The solution for many well-known Computer Science problems, such as the Knight's
Tour Problem and the Traveling Salesman Problem, involves finding a Hamiltonian
Cycle. The Hamiltonian Cycle Problem is not only an important graph theory problem
but also has wide applications in areas such as Algorithm Design, Computer Networks
(such as Broadcast Routing [14]), Telecommunication, Molecular Biology (such as DNA
Analysis [17]), Genetics, Cryptography [15], Operations Research, etc.
Finding a Hamiltonian cycle in a given graph is a NP-Complete problem, i.e., no
deterministic algorithm has been developed until present date, which can find a
Hamiltonian cycle in a polynomial time. The NP-Complete

(Non-Deterministic

Complete) problems are the problems that are quickly solved by a non-deterministic
machine, but are exponential difficult to solve on a deterministic machine, in which it has
to try every possibility in the search space in search of a solution in the worst case.
In Chapter 2, the basic terms used in this thesis are introduced. The basic theorems
from graph theory, that describe the necessary conditions for a Hamiltonian cycle to exist
in a graph, and how these theorems can be used in finding a Hamiltonian cycle in 4regular planar graph are described in this chapter.
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In Chapter 3, the general approaches used in order to solve the Hamiltonian Cycle
Problem are described. A general overview of backtrack algorithms and heuristic
algorithms used to solve the Hamiltonian Cycle Problem are provided in this chapter. The
basic ideas of these algorithms are described in this chapter. Algorithms that find a
Hamiltonian cycle in some special graphs are also briefly mentioned.
In Chapter 4, the implementations of the Hamiltonian cycle algorithms using
backtracking, such as Vandegriend Backtrack algorithm and backtrack algorithm with the
brute force approach, and Hamiltonian cycle algorithms using heuristic approach, such as
SemiHam heuristic algorithm are described in detail.
In Chapter 5, various experimental data collected using the above three algorithms are
discussed. Firstly, the graphs that are used to test the above three algorithms and the
experimental methodology are described. The results of the experiments performed on
these three algorithms are explained and a summary of these experiments is provided in
this chapter.
In Chapter 6, the conclusions that are arrived at in this thesis are described.
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2. Basic Graph Theory
This chapter contains various concepts of graph theory that are used in this thesis. The
definitions of various terms used are mentioned in Section 2.1. A brief description of the
Hamiltonian Cycle Problem in the general graphs is described in Section 2.2. In Section
2.3 the basic theorems of graph theory, which are used to recognize whether a given
graph is a Hamiltonian or non-Hamiltonian, are described.

2.1 Basic concepts of Graph Theory
The basic concepts of graph theory used in this thesis are:
Graph: A graph G is a collection of two sets (V, E). The objects of V are called vertices,
the objects of E are called edges. Each edge in E is associated with a pair in V x V
namely, the end points of edge e.
A vertex is an element of V. An edge is an element of E. Often the edge connecting
vertex v to vertex u is denoted by vu or (v, u).
Degree of a vertex: The degree of a vertex is the number of edges connected to it. The
degree of a vertex v is represented by d(v).
Loop edge: If there is an edge from a vertex v to the same vertex v, then it is called
a loop edge. The edge vv is a loop edge. In Figure 1, the edge aa is a loop edge.
Multiple edges: If there is more than one edge from a vertex v to vertex u, then these
edges are called a multiple edge. In Figure 1, vertex b and vertex c are connected by
more than one edges. So the two edges (b, c) and (b, c) form a multiple edge.
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4

Simple graph: A graph that does not have any loop edges or multiple edges is called a
simple graph.
Trail: A trail is a sequence of edges of the form v/v^, V2V3, V3V4,
Path: A path is a trail viv2, v2v3, V3V4,
The length of the path V;V2, V2V3, V3V4,

, vn.jvn.

, v„_/v„ in which all vertices v, are distinct.
, v„_/v„ is the number of edges it consists of;

i.e. n-1. A path P of length k is represented as P (v„ vi+i, vi+2,

, vl+k) for all j in

0 <j <k-l, Vj+j and v,+,+/ are connected by an edge v, v,- . /.
Hamiltonian path:

The Hamiltonian path of a graph is a path that visits each vertex in

the graph exactly once. The length of a Hamiltonian path is |V| - 1, where |V| represents
the number of vertices in the graph.

Cycle: A cycle is a closed path, a path which ends at the same vertex as it started from
i.e. a cycle is a path v/v?, v2v3, V3V4,

Hamiltonian

cycle:

, v„.iv„ where v/ = v„.

A Hamiltonian cycle is a closed Hamiltonian path. A graph

containing a Hamiltonian cycle is known as Hamiltonian.
Planar graph: A planar graph is a graph that can be drawn on a plane, in such a way
that the edges do not cross each other; i.e., edges intersect only at their common vertices.
A sample planar graph is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: A sample planar graph.

Regular graph:

A regular graph is a graph in which all the vertices have the same

degree.

K-Regular graph: A graph is said to be k-regular if all the vertices have degree k.

A 0-regular graph consists of isolated vertices, a 1-regular graph consists of isolated
edges, and a 2-regular graph is a cycle.

4-Regular planar graph: A planar graph, in which all the vertices have a degree 4, is
known as 4-regular planar graph.
A sample 4-regular planar graph is illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3: A sample 4-regular planar graph
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The smallest 4-regular planar graph, which is not Hamiltonian, is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Smallest 4-regular planar graph, which is non-Hamiltonian

Connected graph:

A graph is said to be connected if there is a path from any vertex to

any other vertex in the graph. A graph that is not connected is called a disconnected
graph.
Component:

Let a vertex v e V, the component containing v consists of all the edges

and vertices that can be reached by any path starting at v. The number of components of
the graph G is represented by c(G).
Cut point or articulation vertex or cut vertex:
A cut vertex of a connected graph is a vertex which if removed disconnects the graph and
increases the number of components of the graph. A cut vertex can also be defined as a
vertex v of a connected graph G, if and only if there exist vertices u and w e V,
where u^w^v,

such that v is on every path from u to w.
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Cut set: A set of vertices of a graph which if removed disconnects the graph. If S is a cut
set of a connected graph G, then the graph G/S or (G-S), which is obtained by the
removal of the cut set, is disconnected. The size of cut set is represented by |S| is the
number of vertices in the cut set..
Bi-partite graph:

A bi-partite graph is a graph for which the set of vertices can be

decomposed into two disjoint sets, such that no two graph vertices within the same set are
connected by an edge.
k-connected graph: A graph is ^-connected if the deletion of any set of k-1 vertices does
not cause the graph to become disconnected.
Biconnected graph: A graph is a 2-connected or biconnected graph if the removal of one
vertex does not disconnect the graph. It is a graph with no articulation vertex (cut vertex).
All Hamiltonian graphs are biconnected.
Complete graph:

A complete graph is a graph in which each pair of graph vertices is

connected by an edge.
Independent set of a graph:

An independent set of a graph is a set of vertices in which

no two vertices are connected to each other by an edge.
Neighborhood

of a vertex v: The set of vertices, which are adjacent to vertex v, i.e.

connected to v by an edge, is known as the neighborhood of the vertex v. It is denoted by
N(v). The neighborhood of a set of vertices S in a graph G, N(S), is a set of vertices x;such that (x/, v) is an edge in G, for some v G S.
Closure of a graph: The closure of a graph G is a graph obtained from G by recursively
joining pairs of non-adjacent vertices v/ and v2, where d(v/) + d(v2) > n, where n is the
number of vertices in the graph G, until no such pair remains.
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2.2 Finding a Hamiltonian Cycle in a General Graph is Hard
The problem of finding a Hamiltonian cycle in a graph is called the Hamiltonian
Cycle Problem. The Hamiltonian Cycle Problem is one of the most famous problems in
graph theory.
A problem is called NP (nondeterministic polynomial) if its solution (if one
exists) can be guessed and verified in polynomial time by a nondeterministic machine;
nondeterministic means that no particular rule is followed to make the guess.
If a problem is NP and all other NP problems are polynomial-time reducible to it,
then the problem is NP-complete.
Thus, finding an efficient algorithm for any NP-complete problem implies that an
efficient algorithm can be found for all such problems, since any problem belonging to
this class can be transformed into any other member of the class in a polynomial time. It
is not known whether any polynomial-time algorithms will ever be found for NPcomplete problems, and determining whether these problems are tractable or intractable
remains one of the most important questions in theoretical computer science.
To find a Hamiltonian cycle in a general graph is an NP-Complete problem and
no deterministic polynomial-time algorithm has been discovered to find a Hamiltonian
cycle in a general graph. The solution to many well-known Computer Science problems
such as the Knight's Tour Problem and the Traveling Salesman Problem involves finding
a Hamiltonian Cycle; see [1, 9],

2.3 Basic Theorems to Recognize that a Graph is Hamiltonian or Non-Hamiltonian
In this section some basic theorems from graph theory are stated that describe the
necessary conditions for the existence or nonexistence of a Hamiltonian cycle in a graph.
How these theorems are applicable to 4-regular planar graphs will also be discussed in
this section. Most of these theorems can be found in any book on graph theory, for
example see [2],
Theorem 1:
In a graph with a Hamiltonian cycle, the degree of each vertex must be greater
than or equal to two. If a vertex has a degree two, then both edges incident to that
vertex must be part of any Hamiltonian cycle.
Theorem 2:
If a vertex has three neighbors of degree two in a graph, then the graph cannot
contain a Hamiltonian cycle.
Theorem 3:
If a vertex v has two neighbors a and b in the graph, which are both of degree two,
then all edges (v, x), where x ^ (a, b), cannot be included in any Hamiltonian
cycle of that graph.
Theorem 4:
If a path P (v/, v2,

, v*) exists in a graph G with the length k- I <n - 1 where

n is the number of vertices in the graph, and d(v2) = d(vj) =
the edge (v;, v^) cannot be in any Hamiltonian cycle.

= d(v*_/) = 2 then
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A famous Theorem in graph theory is the following theorem published by Tutte in 1956
(see [11, 12]):
Theorem 5:
Every 4-connected planar graph has a Hamiltonian cycle.
Observation 1:
In a graph, if a vertex exists with degree one, then the graph cannot have a
Hamiltonian cycle.
How are these theorems useful for 4-regular planar

graphs?

All vertices in a 4-regular planar graph initially have a degree four. In order for
all the above theorems to be used, the graph needs to have vertices of degree two, so they
do not apply directly. However, after removing loop edges and all the edges making up a
multiple edge except one in the graph, the graph may now have vertices of degree two,
and it is at this point the above theorems can be applied. Deleting an edge that is either a
loop or part of a multiple edge has no effect on whether or not a graph is a Hamiltonian.
When all such edges are removed, the graph is a simple graph. When an edge is deleted
in a graph in the search, it can possibly be a source of further edge deletions.
After removal of loop and multiple edges, if there is a vertex of degree one in the
graph, then the graph cannot have a Hamiltonian cycle. If the graph contains degree two
vertices then the edges incident to these vertices must be included in every Hamiltonian
cycle for that graph (according to Theorem 1).
If the graph has vertices of degree two, a search can be made to count the
neighbors of each vertex that have a degree two. If the graph has any vertex, which has
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more than two vertices of degree two as neighbors, then the graph contains no
Hamiltonian cycle (according to Theorem 2).
At any point if the graph contains any vertex v, which has two neighbors a, b of
degree two, then the other edges of that vertex to the vertices other than a or b cannot be
in the Hamiltonian cycle (according to Theorem 3) and can be deleted. If the graph
contains a series of degree two vertices (this is called a forced path), and if the length of
the path is less than the number of vertices in the graph, then the edge connecting the end
points of the path cannot be in any Hamiltonian cycle of that graph (according to
Theorem 4) and can be deleted.
Theorem 5 says nothing about graphs that are not 4 connected planar graphs, i.e.,
the graphs could be Hamiltonian or non-Hamiltonian. It is possible to check whether the
graph is Hamiltonian using this theorem by checking if the graph is planar and 4connected. However this theorem does not tell us how to find a Hamiltonian cycle in the
graph.

Theorem 6:
If S is a cut set of a graph G = (V, E), S c V , then no Hamiltonian cycle can exist
when c(G/S) > |S| and no Hamiltonian path can exist when c(G/S) > |S| + 1, where
c(G) is the number of components in the graph G.
If the number of components in the graph after the removal of the cut set S is greater than
the size of the cut set, then we cannot have a path connecting all the components of the
graph. In order to have a Hamiltonian cycle there needs to be at least c(G/S) number of
vertices in the cut set. This scenario is illustrated in Figure 5.
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In Figure 5, a graph G is given such that, G - {v^, v2, v3} has four components A, B, C,
and D. Any additional path from component C to component A, which is needed to close
the cycle, requires a fourth vertex in the cut set. Thus no such path exists, no cycle can
exist and G cannot be Hamiltonian.

Component B

Component A

Cut Set S
Component D

Component C

Figure 5: An example to illustrate Theorem 6

Corollary 6.1:
If the graph G is bipartite with bipartition (X, Y) and [X j / |Y then no
Hamiltonian cycle exists.
Note: This Theorem is not useful for the 4-regular planar graphs, since almost all 4
regular planar graphs are not bipartite.
Corollary 6.2:
For any independent set S of graph G = (V, E) with neighborhood N(S),
If V/(S u N(S)) is not an empty set, no Hamiltonian cycle can exist when
|N(S)|<|S|.
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Theorem 7:
If the graph G = (V, E) is simple and vertices a,beW

and (a, b) <£. E and

d(a) + d(b) > n then G is Hamiltonian if and only if G' = (V, E') is Hamiltonian,
where E' = E u {(a, b)}.
Corollary 7.1:
In a simple graph G (V, E) if |V| > 3 and if 8(G) > |V|/2 then G is Hamiltonian,
where 8(G) represents the minimum degree of the graph.
Theorem 8:
A simple graph is Hamiltonian if and only if its closure is Hamiltonian.
Corollary 8.1:
A simple graph G with n > 3 is Hamiltonian where n is the number of vertices in
the graph, if the closure of graph G is complete.
Theorem 9:
A simple graph G has a non-decreasing degree sequence {dj,d2,
n > 3. If there is no m < n/2 for which dm < m and dn.m < n

dn) with
m, then G is

Hamiltonian.

How these theorems are useful for 4-regular planar graphs:
Theorems 7 to 9 and their corollaries are valid for graphs that have vertices whose sum of
degrees is larger than n. But the vertices in 4-regular planar graphs have a uniform degree
of

four.

So,

these

theorems

are

not

useful

for

4-regular

planar

graphs.
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3. Hamiltonian Cycle Algorithms
In this chapter an overview of various algorithms for solving the Hamiltonian
Cycle Problem is presented. The various approaches used in order to solve the
Hamiltonian Cycle Problem are outlined in Section 3.1. The overview of backtrack
algorithms used to solve the Hamiltonian Cycle Problem is provided in Section 3.1.1, and
the overview of algorithms that use a heuristic approach to solve the Hamiltonian Cycle
Problem is given in Section 3.1.2. In Section 3.1.3, the description of algorithms that find
Hamiltonian cycle for some special types of graphs is given. The basic ideas of backtrack
algorithms that are used to solve the Hamiltonian Cycle Problem, such as forced paths,
pruning, various vertex selection methods, and search methods are explained in Section
3.2. The basic ideas of algorithms using a heuristic approach for solving the Hamiltonian
Cycle Problem such as simple extension, cycle extension and rotation are explained in
Section 3.3.

3.1 General Approaches to Algorithms Finding Hamiltonian Cycles
Finding a Hamiltonian cycle in a given graph is an NP-C problem. No algorithm
can find a Hamiltonian cycle in deterministic polynomial time for all graphs.
The search space of a problem is the set of all possible solutions to the problem.
The size of search space for Hamiltonian Cycle Problem is the factorial of the number of
vertices of the given graph. The search space for finding a Hamiltonian cycle is the set of
partial paths, which can be explored when searching for a Hamiltonian cycle. During the
search, there are n vertices to select to find a Hamiltonian cycle; if the first vertex is
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chosen then the remaining n
vertex can be selected in n

1 vertices can be selected in (n-l)l ways; that is the next
1 ways, then the next vertex can be selected in n - 2 ways,

etc. There are n different options to select the first vertex. Thus the size of the search
space for the Hamiltonian Cycle problem is the factorial of the size of the given graph.
In order to find the Hamiltonian cycle, the algorithms need to use either
backtracking or some kind of heuristics. The algorithms that use backtracking always
find the Hamiltonian cycle if the graph contains a Hamiltonian cycle. These backtrack
algorithms search for every possible solution and backtrack if it cannot find one. The
heuristic algorithms find the solution by reducing the search space by following certain
heuristics that help the algorithm in finding the solution. There are some algorithms that
find Hamiltonian cycles for some special types of graphs. They are described in
Section 3.1.3.

3.1.1

Backtrack Algorithms
These algorithms will find the Hamiltonian cycles if the input graph has one, or

will determine that no Hamiltonian cycle exists in the graph. It searches for all possible
solutions in the graph looking for a Hamiltonian cycle. Efficient algorithms use known
properties of the graphs with or without Hamiltonian cycle to restrict and guide the
search.
In the worst case, these algorithms check every option in the search space to find
a Hamiltonian cycle, and so they will not return until they find a Hamiltonian cycle or
until it is clear that no Hamiltonian cycle exists. A time limit is used to stop the search
after the time limit is reached.
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The backtrack algorithm that is used to find the Hamiltonian cycle is recursive in
nature. The pseudo code of these algorithms is illustrated in Figure 6.

Recursive_Backtrack(path P, end point e)
If length (P) = n-1
result = Change_to_cycle(T).
if result = success then
return success;
else
return failure;
else
for each unvisited neighbor x of e
Add x to path P to get F
result = Recursive_Backtrack(P', x)
If (result) then
Set P' to P;
return success;
return failure;
Figure 6: Outline of the backtrack algorithm used to find a Hamiltonian cycle.

These algorithms find the solution by building up the path vertex by vertex, by
calling the procedure Recursive_Backtrack with the path built in the procedure so far as
input. The number of active Recursive_Backtrack function calls is equal to the length of
the current path -1. When the length of path reaches n - 1 (Hamiltonian path), where n is
the number of vertices in the graph, the algorithm tries to change the path into a cycle. If
the algorithm successfully changes the path into a cycle then a Hamiltonian cycle is
obtained.
The Recursive_Backtrack procedure always tries to extend the path at the end
point with one of the end point's unvisited neighbors. If this procedure is not able to
extend the path, or the path obtained does not allow the Hamiltonian cycle to exist, then
the procedure backtracks by removing the vertex added (either in the loop of the current
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invocation of the Recursive_Backtrack procedure or - if all neighbors of the end point
have been visited - in the loop of the prior invocation) and repeating the above process,
by selecting a different unvisited neighbor of the end point.

3.1.2. Algorithms Using Heuristic Approach
The Hamiltonian cycle algorithms that use heuristic approach are fast, i.e., they
run in linear or polynomial time. These algorithms work by using heuristics - general
rules of thumb - to guide their search for a solution. These heuristics help the algorithm to
execute quickly, but the algorithm cannot guarantee that it will find a solution even if one
exists. The pseudo code of a basic Hamiltonian cycle algorithm that uses heuristic
approach is illustrated in Figure 7.
Heuristic Algorithm (Graph G, Path P)
For Stage 1 to n -1
extended = Extend the path P by adding a new vertex to the path.
If ([extended) then
extended = transform the path and extend the path.
If ([extended) then
return failure;
Stage n:
result = complete the path P into cycle.
If (result) then
return success;
else
return failure;
Figure 7: Outline of the Hamiltonian cycle algorithm using heuristic approach.

The Hamiltonian cycle algorithms using a heuristic approach always try to extend
the partial solution path, i.e., the length of the partial solution is always non-decreasing.
No backtracking is ever done in these algorithms. Different Hamiltonian cycle algorithms
using a heuristic approach use different heuristics to extend the path. The basic ideas of
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these algorithms that are used to extend the path are discussed in Section 3.3. The actual
implementation of the one such algorithm SemiHam is explained in Section 4.2.
Hamiltonian cycle algorithms using a heuristic approach work in stages. The input
to stage i (i < n) is the path of length i - 1\ if the stage is successful, a path of length i is
produced. Stage 1 begins with a path containing an initial vertex. In the stage n the
algorithm tries to close the path (Hamiltonian path) of length n - 1 into a cycle
(Hamiltonian cycle). If the nth stage is successful, then a Hamiltonian cycle is found.
These algorithms always try to extend the path at one of its end points. If the path
cannot be extended with the current end point, the path is transformed repeatedly into
new paths with the same vertices as the old path, but the vertices occur in different orders
and with at least one different end point until a path is found that can be extended. If the
path formed contains all the vertices of the graph, then the algorithm tries to form a cycle.
If the cycle can be formed successfully, then the algorithm returns success. If the cycle
cannot be formed, then the algorithm returns failure.

3.1.3

Algorithms for Special Graphs
Mathematicians have developed various algorithms that find Hamiltonian cycles

in different types of special graphs. These algorithms take advantage of the
characteristics of the special graphs, which often allows for an approach that does not
work on general graphs, but that is more efficient for these graphs.
Norishige Chiba and Takao Nishizeki [3] developed an algorithm that finds
Hamiltonian cycles in 4-connected planar graphs in linear time. Gregory Gutin [6]
developed an algorithm that finds Hamiltonian cycles in Quasi-transitive digraphs in
polynomial time.
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3.2 Basic Ideas of Hamiltonian Cycle Algorithms Using Backtracking

In this section the concepts of forced paths, pruning, various vertex selection and search
method techniques that are available for backtrack algorithms are discussed.

3.2.1

Forced Paths

A forced path is a path that contains internal vertices of degree two, and end points of
degree greater than or equal to two. Formally a forced path Pf is a path (v;, v r /, vj+2, ....,
Vj+k-i, vj+u) where d(v;) = 2 for i =j+l,

,j+k-l

and d(v7) > 2 and d(v7+/t) > 2.

The graph in the Figure 8 contains a forced path Pf from vertices v, to v w h e r e
d(v7+/) = d(v J+2 ) =

= d(v J+krl ) = 2, d(v>) > 2, d(vJ+k) > 2 and length(P/) = k. When

trying to find a Hamiltonian cycle, there is no path other than Pf in order to cover the
vertices vy, vy+/, vj+2,

, vj+k.j and vj+k. When a Hamiltonian cycle is leading to v7 from

any connected vertex other than v7+/, then the forced path must be followed. If the forced
path is not followed, for example by including the edges VjVb or VjVa in the Hamiltonian
cycle after vj was reached through v,./, then v7+/ can never be included in the Hamiltonian
cycle later, since it can only be reached from vJ+k, vj+k-i,

, vj+2, vJ+i. If vJ+i is reached

in this way, the only vertex after vJ+1 is v7, which is already in the Hamiltonian cycle. So
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the edges vjvb or vjva must not be included and the edge VjVj+j must be included in order to
obtain a Hamiltonian cycle. After choosing vertex Vj+j, here is only one option to choose
the next vertex i.e., vertex vj+2 (as d(vy+/) = d{v j+2 )= 2). So if vertex vJ+2 is chosen, then for
the next vertex there is no other option other than Vj+3, and so on until vertex vk is
reached. The path through (vj+j, v/+2,

, Vj+k-i) has been forced, i.e., no choice was

possible once vy was reached. So this path is called a forced path.
While searching for a Hamiltonian cycle if a degree two vertex is encountered as
a neighbor of the end point of the forced path then it should be added to the path. If two
degree two vertices found as neighbors of the end point of the path, then the algorithm
returns that a Hamiltonian cycle cannot exist in that graph,

3.2.2

Pruning
The operations that are used to reduce the size of the search space are called

pruning operations. These operations are developed by making use of various theorems in
graph theory that are necessary conditions for the existence or nonexistence of a
Hamiltonian cycle in the graph (see Section 2.3) to reduce the size of the search space.
Design Issues of Pruning
1.

operations:

Since the algorithm spends time on processing the graph, other than directly
finding a Hamiltonian cycle (pruning operation), the overall time required for
finding a Hamiltonian cycle must be reduced after the inclusion of pruning.

2. The time, which is consumed in the execution of the pruning operations, must
be appropriate to the reduction it makes to the search space.
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Pruning can be done at different times during the search for a Hamiltonian cycle.
1.

Initial pruning - It is performed once before the algorithm begins its search.

2.

Search pruning - It is performed at each stage of the search.

Pruning is divided into two sub-categories.
1.

Graph reduction: In this category, the algorithm checks the part of the graph to
determine if an edge can be deleted.

2.

Global checking: In this category, the algorithm checks the graph for certain
properties, which provide conclusive evidence whether or not a
Hamiltonian cycle exists in a graph.

Both initial pruning and search pruning contain graph reduction as well as global
checking.
Graph Reduction:
In graph reduction the algorithm checks only a part of the graph to determine whether an
edge can be deleted.
The various operations that can be performed for graph reduction are:
1. Modify the graph after each time a new edge and a new vertex has been added to the
path (leave the edges of the initial vertex since they are needed in order to close the
path).
In the graph G, shown in Figure 9, if the algorithm begins its search with v; as initial
vertex, and if the algorithm adds v2 and then vj to the path, then the edges V2V7, v2vs, and
V2V9 can be deleted, as these edges cannot be part of the Hamiltonian cycle which
contains v / ; v 2 and v? in this order (the path becomes a forced path). The algorithm leaves
the edges of initial vertex as they are needed in order to close the cycle.
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Figure 9: Illustration of the removal of edges as a vertex is added to the path

2. In a forced path Pf = (va, va+I,

, va k,) with length(Py ) < n - 1 if there exists an

edge between the end points \'a and va+k then that edge can be pruned, i.e., the edge
connecting the endpoints of the forced path can be deleted if the length of the forced
path is less than n -1. See Theorem 4 in Section 2.3.
In the Figure 10, the graph given consists of a forced path P/with vertices va, va+i,

,

va+t, and length of P/< n - 1 (i.e. there is at least one vertex of the graph which is not part
of the forced path Pj). The edge connecting the end points va and

is to be deleted, as

the forced path becomes a cycle if the edge were to be added. If the length of the forced
path is equal to n - 1 , then the edge closes the forced path into a Hamiltonian cycle.
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Global Checking:
Global checking evaluates the entire graph to check whether it possesses some property
that ensures that there is no Hamiltonian cycle.
The various operations that can be performed for global checking are:
a. The graph is checked for a vertex with degree one. No path can exist through a vertex
with degree one and so no Hamiltonian cycle can exist. See Observation 1 in
Section 2.3.
b. The graph is checked for connectivity. If the graph is not connected then no
Hamiltonian cycle can exist. See Theorem 1 in Section 2.3.
c. The graph is checked for a cut vertex. If a graph contains a cut point no Hamiltonian
cycle can exist. See Theorem 6 in Section 2.3.
d.

The graph is checked whether it is a bipartite graph with unequal partition sets. If this
is the case for the given graph then no Hamiltonian cycle can exist. See Corollary 6.1
in Section 2.3.

The graph reduction involves modifications of the graph by deleting edges, so global
checking needs to be done after all graph reduction operations are finished.

Initial Pruning:
Initial pruning is performed only once at the start of the search. In global checking the
algorithm checks whether the graph has certain properties like biconnectivity, etc, which
needs to be ensured in order for a Hamiltonian cycle to exist. Verifying whether the graph
possesses such properties in the initial pruning may increase overall efficiency of the
algorithm.
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Testing for biconneetivity is the same as testing for a cut vertex, as biconnected
graphs do not have any cut vertices. Thus testing for biconnectivity is a good way of
eliminating non-Hamiltonian graphs; if there is a cut vertex in a graph then there is no
Hamiltonian cycle. The biconnectivity pruning is an efficient pruning operation in this
case, since the time required to find a cut vertex, 0(V+E) where V and E are the number
of vertices and number of edges respectively (implemented in [13]) is much less than the
time required to backtrack through the entire search space and to demonstrate that no
Hamiltonian cycle exists. Frank and Martel [5] found that there are small random graphs
of a particular edge density, in which very few biconnected graphs exist, that are nonHamiltonian.
The success of initial pruning depends upon the structure and properties of the
original graph. Most of the graph reduction operations require the existence of degree two
vertices. Thus graph reduction operations in initial pruning fail in graphs that have a
minimum degree of three.

Search Pruning:
Search pruning is performed in each step of the search. Its success depends upon the
structure and properties of the current graph being searched. The structure of the original
graph still affects the search pruning, but it is not as important as it was for initial
pruning.
For graphs of mostly low degree vertices (graphs with degrees < 4), graph
reduction works well as the deletion of the edges quickly leads to the creation of new
degree two or degree one vertices, which produces new forced paths and more edge
deletions or produces the result that no Hamiltonian cycle exists in the graph. The process
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of how an algorithm implements both graph reduction and global checking in initial
pruning and in search pruning depends upon the algorithm used.

3.2.3

Search Method

After pruning the search space that remains must be searched in some systematic fashion.
There are different methods to systematically move through the search space. They are as
follows:
1. Single path method
2. Multi-path method
3. Double path method.
Single path method:
In this method a single path is maintained as the partial solution, and during the search,
the path is extended from one end point. If the path cannot be extended then the
algorithm backtracks.
Multi-path

method:

In this method a list of paths is maintained that includes all forced paths. A path is
selected at random, and the endpoint to extend the path from is randomly selected and the
algorithm then attempts to extend this path. The extended path is added to the list. If no
extension is possible to the selected path, the search method randomly picks another path.
Double path method:
In this method a single path is maintained, but it is extended from either end point. If the
path cannot be extended, the algorithm backtracks.
The difference in performance of choosing one end point over the other end point
depends on how the algorithm extends the path and when the algorithm implements the
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pruning. The decision of selecting one end point over the other cannot be made ahead
without knowing the structure of the entire graph.
Basil Vandegriend [13] explained that the multi-path method is not preferable over single
path and double path methods as it is complex to implement, and the performance
increase over the double path method is negligible. In a graph, if none of the paths can be
extended, the multi-path method spends a lot of time in extending every path. After trying
all the paths, it returns that no extension can be done.

3.2.4

Vertex Selection

Vertex selection determines how the algorithm selects the initial vertex and the next
vertex at each step of the search.
There are two major heuristics that are used in vertex selection:
1. Low degree first heuristic
2. High degree first heuristic.
These heuristics explain how to select the next vertex to extend if there is more than one
option to choose. Low degree first heuristic or high degree first heuristic does not select
the lowest or highest degree vertex in the graph, but it selects the lowest or highest degree
vertex from the subset of the vertices it can extend the path. If the end point of the path is
incident to a forced edge, then that edge must be followed.
Low degree first heuristic:
In this heuristic, when more than one vertex is available to extend, the algorithm
chooses the vertex with the lowest degree.
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The low degree vertices are highly constrained. By first selecting the lower degree
vertices, the algorithm leave the higher degree vertices for later. When there are fewer
choices, there is a larger likelihood that the algorithm needs to backtrack. But since the
later vertices have larger degree, there are more available options for forming a
Hamiltonian cycle, thus improving the chances of the search succeeding.
High degree first heuristic:
In this heuristic, the algorithm selects at each step of the search, the vertex with
highest degree when there is more than one option to choose. This maximizes the amount
of pruning being done. Selecting the largest degree vertex among the neighbors of the
end point and deleting other edges (other than the one we are following) leaves the low
degree vertices for later. The edges deleted are incident on the low degree vertices,
selecting them and removing the other edges, other than the one we are following further
cause more edge deletions and further pruning, so the algorithm will soon run out of dead
ends and backtrack.
The search method that is used (single path, multi-path or double path method)
affects how we evaluate the vertex selection process. For multi-path and double path
methods the end point to extend the path from can be selected by the low degree first or
high degree first heuristic.
If the end point with the largest degree (among available vertices to extend the
path) is selected, the number of edges pruned is maximized.
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3.3

Basic Ideas of Hamiltonian Cycle Algorithms Using a Heuristic Approach
Hamiltonian cycle algorithms using a heuristic approach start with building a path

by selecting an initial vertex and continue by extending the path from one of the current
end points, one vertex at a time, until it reaches a path that uses each vertex of the graph
exactly once (Hamiltonian path). It then completes the path by forming a cycle
(Hamiltonian cycle).
The major limitations and strongholds of these algorithms are the techniques, i.e.,
heuristics they use in extending the path. These algorithms work by limiting the search
space. This is what makes them efficient on the other hand, however this is what makes
them fail. The algorithm needs to choose the best possible heuristic in order to find
Hamiltonian cycles.
These algorithms work in stages. For each stage i for i = 1, 2, .... n
the stage i is a path with i

1 the input to

1 edges, and the output, if the stage is executed successfully,

is a path with i edges. The algorithm starts at stage one with one vertex and no edges.
Then it proceeds to the next stages in sequence. If the algorithm is able to complete stage
n

7, the algorithm has found a Hamiltonian path in the graph. Then in stage n, the

algorithm tries to close the path into a Hamilton cycle. If the final stage is successful the
algorithm has found a Hamiltonian cycle.

Techniques Used for Extending the Path:
The Extension-Rotation technique is the basic concept used in many Hamiltonian
cycle algorithms using a heuristic approach.
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Let P = (v/,

, vr) be a path of length r

I < n, in the graph G, where n is the

number of vertices in G.
There are three basic operations in this technique:
a. Simple extension:

This operation extends the path with one of the
neighbors of one of the end points.
(See Section 3.3.1.1.)

b. Cycle extension:

This operation can be used when the end points
of the path are connected. The path is extended with
one of the neighbors of one of the vertices of the
path (which is not in the path).
(See Section 3.3.1.2.)

c. Rotation:

This operation is used to change the end points of
the path. It does not extend the path.
(See Section 3.3.1.3.)

The first two operations, simple extension and cycle extension, are used in order to
generate a path of length r. The last operation, rotation, is used if the algorithm is unable
to perform a simple or cycle extension. It generates another path while keeping one end
point fixed, which is of the same length as the original path, and uses the same vertices
but in a different order.

3.3.1

Simple Extension

In simple extension, if there is an unvisited neighbor of an end point, then the
algorithm includes it in the path (i.e., the algorithm extends the path) and the neighbor
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added becomes a new end point of the path. The extension step starts with a path P = (v/,
v2,

, vr) of length r -1. If vk (where k= 1 or k = r, i.e. vk is one of the end points of P)

has a neighbor w, with w £ P, then the path P is extended by adding the edge (vk, w) thus
obtaining the path P' = (v/, v2,

, vr, w) or P' = (w, vj, v2,

, vr). This scenario is

shown in Figure 11. If there is more than one such neighbor of the end point vk, the
algorithm uses some heuristic in order to select one.

Vj

V2

end point v.

V;

Path P

V,

end point v r

w neighbor of v r and g P

v2

end point vt

w
Path P'

SP a n d is t h e n e w e n d Doint o f P'

Figure 11: Simple Extension of path P at end point vr

3.3.2

Cycle Extension
Cycle extension can only be used if the end points of the current path are

connected by an edge. The algorithm searches for a vertex in the path that has a neighbor
and is not in the path. If the algorithm finds one, the algorithm performs a cycle extension
as shown in the Figure 12. The added neighbor becomes the new end point.
The extension step starts with a path P = (v/, v2,

, vr) of length r - 1 with

3 < r < n. If there is an edge (vi, vr) in the graph, i.e., the end points of the path are
connected by an edge, adding this edge to the path P turns it into a cycle C, of length r. If
the graph is connected, there must be vertex vy in cycle C, which has a neighbor w, w <£
C. Deleting the edge (vp Vj+i) and adding the edge (vjt w) results in a path P\
P'= (w, vj, vj.,,

,vi,vr,

vr-i,

, vj+i) of length r.
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3.3.3

Rotation
Rotation is used when simple extension and cycle extension are not possible.

In this operation, the algorithm searches for the neighbors of one of the end points (while
the other end point is fixed), which are the elements of the current path, other than the
end point's immediate neighbor. If such a neighbor is found, the algorithm performs
rotation as shown in the Figure 13.
Rotation starts with a path P = (vj, v2,

, v,.) of length r - 1. Let N(v,) be the set

of all vertices which are neighbors of vr, i.e., the set of vertices x,, such that (x,, vr) is an
edge in graph G. Let R(vr) be N(v r ) n {v2, v3,

, vr.2}. Every v, e R(vr) is a neighbor

of vr already in the path. Pick one such vj. Deleting the edge (vj, vj+i) from P and adding
the edge (vjt vr) to P results in a path P\
P' = (v/,

,Vj,vr, Vr_,,

, Vj+i) of length r -1.
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The rotation operation changes one of the end points of the current path while
leaving the number of vertices as well as the actual vertices unchanged. It just rearranges
the order of the vertices in the path. Rotation operations can also be applied while
keeping vr fixed and obtaining a path with a different starting point.

end point vt

new end point v,+i
Path P'
Figure 13: Rotation of path P

At each stage of the algorithm, except the last stage, the algorithm either performs
simple extension or a cycle extension, if this is possible, on the current path. If none of
the extensions can be performed, the algorithm builds variations of the current path by
applying rotations to the path and further rotations to the rotated paths until a path is
found that can be extended with either simple or cycle extension. All the rotated paths
have the same set of vertices as the original path, just in a different order. If the number
of the rotated paths exceeds a certain threshold or if there are no more paths to rotate then
the execution of the rotation operation in the current stage fails and the algorithm fails to
find a Hamiltonian cycle.
In the last stage the algorithm tries to close the Hamiltonian path found into a
Hamiltonian cycle. If the end points of the path are not connected, rotation operations are
performed in order to change the end points until a pair of end points is found that are
connected by an edge. After all possible rotations are performed, or the number of rotated
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paths exceeds a threshold, and none of the rotated paths can be closed into a cycle, the
algorithm fails to find Hamiltonian cycle.

Different Hamiltonian cycle algorithms using a heuristic approach use different
heuristics to determine how many rotated paths are to be stored, which rotated paths are
to be explored, and in which order. Even though no backtracking is used in these
algorithms, these algorithms can successfully find Hamiltonian cycles in many graphs as
the algorithms search most of the potential paths due to rotation operation (see Section
5.3.3 for the results of the SemiHam heuristic algorithm on 4-regular planar graphs).
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4. Detailed Explanation of Varibus Hamiltonian Cycle Algorithms Used
This chapter introduces the various Hamiltonian cycle algorithms used and gives
a detailed explanation about them. The' three algorithms used are Vandegriend backtrack
algorithm, SemiHam heuristic algorithm, and a backtrack algorithm using a brute-force
approach. The Vandegriend backtrack algorithm developed by Basil Vandegriend [13] is
explained in Section 4.1. The SemiHam heuristic algorithm developed by Gabriel
Nivasch [10] is explained in Section 4.2. The backtrack algorithm that uses a brute-force
approach to find a Hamiltonian cycle in a graph was developed by Richard Johnsonbaugh
[7] is explained in Section 4.3.
4.1 Vandegriend Backtrack Algorithm
The Vandegriend backtrack algorithm solves the Hamiltonian Cycle Problem
using backtracking. This algorithm uses the single path search method, graph reduction
and global checking in initial and in search pruning (see Section 3.2.1). In this algorithm
vertex selection uses the low-degree-first heuristic (see Section 3.2.4), and the initial
vertex is selected randomly. The pseudo code for the Vandegriend backtrack method is
given in Figure 14.
The Vandegriend backtrack algorithm implements the single path search method,
i.e., it maintains only one partial solution path P, and the algorithm extends the path at a
single end point. It selects the initial vertex randomly and adds the selected initial vertex
to the path P, resulting in path P'. It then performs graph reduction on the graph G to get
a graph G', followed by global checking of G'. If the global checking indicates that no
Hamiltonian cycle exists in G' with the path P\ then the algorithm selects a different
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vertex and repeats the above process. Otherwise it calls recursively the procedure
Calculate_Backtrack_ Algorithm with the pruned graph G' and the updated path P' as
input. If the path contains all the vertices of the graph (Hamiltonian path), then the
Calculate_Backtrack_Algorithm tries to close the path into a Hamiltonian cycle. If the
path can be successfully turned into a cycle then the algorithm returns "HC_FOUND"
and the Hamiltonian cycle in P. If the algorithm fails to turn the Hamiltonian path into a
Hamiltonian cycle, then the algorithm returns that Hamiltonian cycle cannot exist in the
graph.
Input:

Current graph G which resulted from earlier pruning operations and path P in
which each vertex along the path has degree two except the first and last vertices
i.e. end points of the path.
Output. If a Hamiltonian cycle is found it returns H C F O U N D , if no Hamiltonian cycle
can Exist in graph G with the path P it returns HC_NOT_EXIST, else it returns
HCNOTFOUND.

Calculate_Backtrack_Algorithm (graph G, path P)
If length CP) = n - 1 then
result = Change to Cycle (P);
if (result) then
return H C F O U N D ;
else
return HC_NOT_EXIST
else
For each eligible neighbor x of the end point e of the path P do
Add x to path P as next vertex to get path P'.
Apply graph reduction on the graph G to get the graph G'.
If (global c h e c k i n g ^ != HC_NOT_EXIST) then
result = Calculate_Backtrack_Algorithm (G', P')\
if (result = HC_FOUND)
Copy P' to P.
return HC_FOUND;
return HC_NOT_FOUND;
End.
Figure 14: Pseudo code of Vandegriend Backtrack Algorithm
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As the backtrack algorithms used to find a Hamiltonian cycle, in a given graph, do
not return until they find a solution or have determined that no solution can be found, a
time limit is used. The time limit is checked before the algorithm calls Calculate_
Backtrack Algorithm procedure. If the time limit has expired, the algorithm stops the
search and returns that the Hamiltonian cycle is not found in the given graph.
The Vandegriend backtrack algorithm extends the path with one of the neighbors
of the one end point while keeping the other end point fixed. If it finds a neighbor with
degree two, it then takes the degree two vertex and then adds it to the path. If it finds two
degree two vertices as neighbors to the end point, then the algorithm returns that a
Hamiltonian cycle cannot exist in the given graph (See Section 3.2.1). If no neighbor of
degree two exists and there is more than one eligible neighbor, then the algorithm selects
the next vertex to extend by using the low-degree-first heuristic; that is the algorithm
takes the vertex with the lowest degree. The detailed explanation about this heuristic is
given in Section 3.2.4. If the path cannot be extended, the algorithm removes the vertex
added to the path and backtracks.
The edges removed during pruning need to be restored as part of backtracking. An
edge stack is maintained in the Calculate_Backtrack_Algorithm procedure to store the
edges deleted during pruning. When the algorithm extends the path with one of the
neighbors of the end point, the algorithm removes the edges connecting the end point and
the end point's neighbor (not in the path) from the graph, and stores them in the edge
stack. If backtracking is necessary the algorithm adds the edges deleted from the graph
(that are stored in edge stack) back to the graph. The position of the edge stack is
constantly monitored to ensure that the edges removed from the graph are added back
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into the graph. This operation is added in the Calculate_Backtrack_Algorithm procedure
and is illustrated in Figure 15.
Input:

Current graph G which resulted from earlier pruning operations and path P in
which each vertex along the path has degree two except the first and last
vertices i.e. end points of the path.
Output If a Hamiltonian cycle is found it returns HC_FOUND, if no Hamiltonian
cycle can Exist in graph G with the path P it returns HC_NOT_EXIST, else it
returns HC_NOT_FOUND.

Calculate_Backtrack_Algorithm (graph G, path P)
If length (P) = n - 1 then
result = Change to Cycle (P);
if (result) then
return HC_FOUND;
else
return HC_NOT_EXIST
else
For each eligible neighbor x of the end point e of the path P do
Add x to path P as next vertex to get path P'.
Apply graph reduction on the graph G to get the graph G' and store the edges
deleted in the edge stack.
If (global checking(G'J != HC_NOT_EXIST) then
If time limit has expired then return HC_NOT_FOUND.

result = Calculate_Backtrack_Algorithm (G1, P'y,
if (result = HC_FOUND)
Copy P ' t o P.
return HC_FOUND;
else
Add the edges deleted from the graph in the earlier step back into the graph from
edge stack.
Select a different neighbor and continue.

return HC_NOT_EXIST;
End.
Figure 15: Pseudo code of C a l c u l a t e B a c k t r a c k A l g o r i t h m procedure after adding backtrack
operation

The Vandegriend backtrack algorithm maintains a nodecount variable in order to
count the number of times the algorithm is trying to extend the current path. If the value
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in nodecount exceeds a threshold value MaxNodes (which is a equal to Restart
times the size of the graph initially, where Restart_Increment

Increment

is specified by the user), the

algorithm restarts the search by selecting a new initial vertex, extending the path again
from the starting, and increasing the MaxNodes

value by the product of current

MaxNodes value and Restart Increment. This operation is provided in order to ensure a
certain randomness in the search.

4.2 SemiHam Heuristic Algorithm
The SemiHam algorithm uses the heuristic approach to guide the search. No
randomness is used in this algorithm. This algorithm uses the double path search method.
Whenever one of the several eligible vertices needs to be selected, the algorithm takes the
vertex with the smallest vertex number. The general structure of the heuristic algorithms
used to find a Hamiltonian cycle in the given graph is specified in Section 3.1.2. The
basic ideas of these algorithms are specified in Section 3.3. The pseudo code of the
SemiHam algorithm is illustrated in Figure 16.
The SemiHam algorithm works in stages. The input to stage i is a path of length
i-1, and if the stage executes successfully, the algorithm produces a path of length i. If the
n-lst stage is successful, then a Hamiltonian path is obtained. In the nth stage, which is the
final stage, the algorithm tries to close the Hamiltonian path into a Hamiltonian cycle. If
this final stage is successful, then the algorithm found a Hamiltonian cycle.
The SemiHam algorithm starts by selecting the vertex with vertex number 0 as the
initial vertex and adds it to the partial solution path. It then tries to extend the path by one
edge n-1 times, by calling the procedure SemiHamStage. If all the n-1 stages are executed
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successfully, then the algorithm calls procedure SemiHamCompleteCycle. If this
procedure is executed successfully, then the algorithm returns success and Hamiltonian
cycle it has found.
Input: Graph G (V, E), n = |V| and the partial solution Path (empty path).
Output: If Hamiltonian cycle is found it returns success and Hamiltonian cycle in
Path, else it returns failure
SemiHam (graph G, partial solution Path)
Take 0th vertex (first vertex) as initial vertex and add it to Path.
For i = 1 to n-1 do
result = SemiHamStage {Path).
If (result = failure) then
return failure.
result = SemiHam CompleteCycle {Path).
return result.
Figure 16: Pseudo code of SemiHam Algorithm

Sem iHamStage:
This procedure performs path extensions by adding one vertex to the path. The
algorithm calls the procedure TryExtendPath with the partial solution path. This
procedure tries to extend the path by one edge. If the path cannot be extended directly,
then the algorithm calls the procedure Do_Rotation with the partial solution path and
boolean value false (which indicates the algorithm is not trying to close the path), to
change the end points of the path in search of a path that can be extended. The pseudo
code of this procedure is shown in Figure 17.
TryExtendPath:
The TryExtendPath procedure is executed in order to extend the path without
using rotations. In this procedure the algorithm first tries to extend the path, at one or the
other end point, with its smallest unvisited neighbor. If the path can be extended the
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algorithm returns success. This operation is called simple extension. The detailed
operation of simple extension is explained in Section 3.3.1.
Input: Current partial solution Path.
Output: If the Path can be extended it returns the extended path Path else it returns
failure.
SemiHamStage {Path)
result = TryExtendPath(Pa/7z).
if (result = success) then
return success.
else return Do_Rotation {Path, false).
Figure 17: Pseudo code of procedure SemiHamStage

If simple extension operation fails and if the end points of the path are connected
by an edge, then the algorithm uses the Cycle_Extend procedure to apply a cycle
extension. If this procedure returns success, then the algorithm returns success to the
calling procedure, and returns the extended path; otherwise it returns failure to the calling
procedure. The pseudo code of this procedure is shown in Figure 18.
Input: Current partial solution Path {vj,v2,
vr), where r < n with endpoints
v/ and vr.
Output: If the Path can be extended it returns the extended path Path else it
returns failure.
TryExtendPath {Path)
Find the eligible neighbors Hyi) which are not in Path
If r { (vi) is not empty
Select a vertex x from r { (v/)
Extend the Path at the end point v/1 ox.
return success.
else
Find the eligible neighbors T\ (vr) which are not in Path
If r { (vr) is not empty
Select a vertex x from f( (v>)
Extend the Path at the end point vr to x.
return success.
If {vj, vr) is an element of E then
return Cycle_Extend(/WA);
else
return failure;
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Figure 18: Pseudo code of procedure TryExtendPath

Cycle Extend:
The Cycle_Extend procedure is used to extend the path when the end points of the
path are connected by an edge and when simple extension fails. When the end points of
the path are connected by an edge, the path turns into a cycle. In order to perform an
extension of the path, the path should not be a cycle. So in order to eliminate the cycle, a
vertex in the path is searched that has an unvisited neighbor. If such a vertex is found to
exist, then this procedure builds a new path and returns success, otherwise it returns
failure. This operation is called cycle extension. The detailed operation of cycle extension
is explained in Section 3.3.2. The pseudo code of this procedure is shown in Figure 19.
Input: Current partial solution Path (vj, v?,
vr), where r <n with endpoints
vi and vr.
Output: If the Path can be extended it returns the extended path Path else it
returns failure.
Cycle_Extend (Path)
Search for a vertex v, in partial solution Path, which has an unvisited neighbor w.
If such a vertex w is not found then return failure.
Delete the edge (vy, vJ+f) from Path and add the edges (v,. w) and (v/, vr) to the
Path, which lead to a new path from w to v; i /.
Return success.
Figure 19: Pseudo code of procedure Cycle Extend

Do

Rotation:
The Do_Rotation procedure is used when the end points of the current path do not

allow the algorithm to continue with the next step. This procedure implements the
rotation operation (see Section 3.3.3) to generate other alternative paths in the graph that
use the same vertices, but in different orders. This procedure calls the Test_Rotation
procedure with the new rotated path and a boolean value ''justclosecycle" which indicates
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whether the algorithm is trying to extend the path or close the path. It tests whether the
path can be extended or the end points of the path are connected. The DoRotation
procedure generates rotated paths until a path is obtained, which when tested with
Test_Rotation returns success. The Do_Rotation procedure uses a pathList to store the
rotated paths. The original partial solution path is stored as the first element of the
pathList. Each path from the pathList is taken and the rotation operation is performed to
change the end point. The new path is checked to determine whether a path already exists
in pathList, with the same end points as the new path; if so, the algorithm generates a
different path. The checking operation is used to restrict the rotations on the path that
must be stored.
The new path is checked by calling the procedure Test_Rotation. If the procedure
Test_Rotation returns success, then the procedure Do_Rotation returns

success.

Otherwise the procedure Do Rotation adds the new path to the end of the pathList, and
again repeats the same process by taking the next path from the beginning of the pathList.
The pseudo code of this procedure is shown in Figure 20.
The procedure Do_Rotation stops when the number of paths in the pathList
reaches a threshold value of n2, where n is the number of vertices of the graph. This
restriction is used in order to ensure that the tree built in pathList is of polynomial size,
and that the SemiHam algorithm terminates after the number of rotated paths reach this
threshold value.
SemiHam

CompleteCycle:

This procedure is used to close the Hamiltonian path into a Hamiltonian cycle.
This procedure first checks whether the end points of the current path are connected. If
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the end points are not connected, then the algorithm calls the procedure Do_Rotation with
the Hamiltonian path, and a boolean value true that indicates the algorithm is trying to
close the path into a cycle. The pseudo code of this procedure is shown in Figure 21.

Input: Current partial solution Path (v;, v2,
vr), where r < n with endpoints
vj and vr and a boolean value.
Output: If the Path can be extended it returns the extended path Path else it
returns failure.
Do_Rotation (Path, boolean justclosecycle)
Let pathList be the list of paths, which is used to store rotated paths.
Store the current path Path in the pathList
While pathList is not empty, do
Take next path P (vj, v2,
vr) with endpoints vj and vr from pathList.
For Vj in {v/, vr} do
Find F(Vj), the set of vertices in P which are connected to v,.
Remove the immediate neighbors of vy- from I\vj).
For each vertex w in I\vj) do
Let u be the vertex on P adjacent to w when moving away from vr
If the pathList already contains a path with end points u and v, then
Continue;
Rotate P to new path P ' with vertices u and v, as end points.
If (Test_Rotation (/•", justclosecycle) = success) then
return success;
else
Add path P' to the pathList.
return failure;
Figure 20: Pseudo code for procedure Do Rotation

Test

Rotation:
This procedure is used to find whether the rotated path can be extended or can be

closed into a Hamiltonian cycle. It checks the value in the variable justclosecycle.
value in justclosecycle

If the

is true, then it checks whether the end points of the path are

connected by an edge; if so then it returns success.
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If the value in justclosecycle

is false, then it calls TryExtendPath to check whether

the path can be extended, with either simple extension or cycle extension. The pseudo
code of this procedure is shown in Figure 21.

Input: Current partial solution Path (v/, v2,
v,), where r = n-l with endpoints
v/ and vr.
Output: If the Path can be completed into cycle then it returns the Hamiltonian cycle
Path else it returns failure.
SemiHamCompleteCycle {Path)
If (v/, vr) e E then
return success,
else
return Do_Rotation {Path, true);
Input: Current partial solution Path {vj, v2,
vr), where r < n with endpoints v/ and
vr and a boolean value.
Output: If the Path can be extended or the path can be closed into a Hamiltonian cycle
then it returns success else it returns failure.
Test_Rotation {Path, boolean justclosecycle)
\fjustclosecycle = false then
return TryExtendPath {Path).
else if (vy, v,.) e E then
return success;
else
return failure.
Figure 21: Pseudo code of procedures SemiHam CompleteCycle and Test Rotation

How SemiHam generates the new rotated paths:
The SemiHam algorithm builds a tree of rotated paths in a breadth first manner. It
first generates all possible rotations available for the path, and checks each of them,
whether they can be extended (or closed). If none of the paths can be extended (or
closed), then it picks the first rotated path and performs all possible rotations for that
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path. So rotated paths will be generated in a breadth first manner, this is illustrated with
an example graph shown in Figure 22 in the Table 1.

10\

8

7

3

4

5

9

77

Sample Graph
Figure 22: Sample Graph to illustrate the rotated paths

Let the path P be (10,8,7,6,3,2,4,5,9,1) with end points 10 and 1. Let the end point
10 be connected with 8 and 6, end point 1 be connected with 9 and 2, and let vertex 7 be
connected with 8, 6, 3, and 2 and vertex 4 be connected with 2, 5, 9 and 8. Then the
SemiHam first generates all the rotations for end point 10, then for end point 1, and stores
them in pathList. If any path produces an extension, then the procedure returns success. If
none of the paths produce extension, then the procedure will take the first rotated path Pi,
and apply rotations on either of the end points and so on. If the path P(vi, v 2 , v 3 .... vJ?
Vj+i,

Vk)

is rotated with an end point

Vk

and if

Vk

has one of the neighbor

Vj,

then the

path obtained after rotation is path P' ( v u v 2 , v 3 ...., vj, vk, vk-i, vk_2, .... vj+i) is obtained.
See Section 3.3.3 for more information. The rotated paths, which are generated for end
points 10, 1,7, and 4 are illustrated in Table 1. The tree of rotated paths built in breadth
first manner is illustrated in the Figure 23.
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Table 1: Table of rotated paths with end points 1 0 , 1 , 4, and 7

Path

Neighbor of end point Vk

New end point of

(Vj)

rotated path (vj+i)

End point Vk

p

(10,8,7,6,3,2,4,5,9,1)

Pi

(7,8,10,6,3,2,4,5,9,1)

10

6

7

p2

(4,5,9,1,2,3,6,7,8,10)

1

2

4

p3

(6,10,8,7,3,2,4,5,9,1)

7

3

6

p4

(3,6,10,8,7,2,4,5,9,1)

7

2

3

p5

(9,5,4,1,2,3,6,7,8,10)

4

9

5

p6

(7,6,3,2,1,9,5,4,8,10)

4

8

7

The heuristics employed in the SemiHam algorithm are maximum size of the tree
(pathList), and the restrictions on the rotated paths generated, i.e., only one rotated path
with the same pair of end points is allowed. These restrictions are used in order to ensure
that the tree built is of polynomial size, and that the SemiHam algorithm terminates at the
latest after the number of rotated paths reaches this threshold value.

Figure 23: Breadth first search tree of rotated paths with end points 1 0 , 1 , 4, and 7
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4.3 Backtrack Algorithm with Brute-Force Approach
This backtrack algorithm uses the brute-force approach to find Hamiltonian cycle
in the graph. It uses the single path search method, i.e., it maintains a single partial
solution path and tries to extend it at one end point. It takes 0th vertex, i.e., first vertex as
initial vertex. This algorithm uses a different structure than the one specified in Section
3.1.1. The pseudo code of this method is illustrated in Figure 24.
This backtrack algorithm starts with a path of length zero with the initial vertex as
the only vertex in the partial solution path. It then builds the path vertex by vertex until a
path of length, n-2 where n is the number of vertices of the graph, is obtained. It then
looks for last vertex, which is both connected to the end point of the current path and
starting point of the path. If such a vertex is found, the path built, a Hamiltonian cycle, is
obtained and the algorithm returns success.
This algorithm uses a brute-force approach to select the next vertex, i.e. it takes
every vertex in the graph and checks whether it is already a part of the partial solution, if
not it checks whether it is connected to end point of the path. If such a vertex is found the
algorithm takes it into partial solution, and searches for the next vertex. This algorithm
backtracks when no such vertex is found. It backtracks by changing the end point of the
partial solution by trying all the vertices in the graph.
As the backtracking algorithms used to find a Hamiltonian cycle do not return
until the algorithm finds the solution, or it can be determined that a Hamiltonian cycle
cannot exist in the graph, and takes an indefinite time to complete in the worst case, a
time limit is used. This algorithm returns failure after the time limit has expired.
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Input: Graph G (V, E), n = |V| and the partial solution be Path.
Output: If Hamiltonian cycle is found it returns success and the cycle in the Path,
else it returns failure
BruteforceHamiltonian (Graph G)
Select first vertex as initial vertex.
Add the initial vertex to the Path.
do
a) Start from the first vertex and check every vertex in the graph, whether it
belongs to path and it is connected to the end point of Path. If so add the vertex
to the Path, else try the next vertex until all the vertices of the graph have been
tried.
b) If no such vertex is found, then change the end point of the Path by trying every
vertex in the graph.
c) If all the vertices have been tried and no such vertex is found with which the
path can be extended then return failure.
d) If a Path of length n-1 is found then it checks whether the end points are
connected, if connected return success.
Until a closed path of length n is found then return success
Figure 24: Pseudo code of Backtrack Algorithm with Brute-Force Approach

5. Experiments
In this chapter the experiments performed on the Hamiltonian cycle algorithms on
various graphs are described. The types of graphs that are used to test the Hamiltonian
cycle algorithms are specified in Section 5.1. The experimental methodology used is
outlined in Section 5.2. The results of the experiments performed on the three algorithms
used are discussed in Section 5.3. The summary of the experiments is given in Section
5.4.

5.1 Input Graphs
The graphs that are used to test the algorithms discussed in the earlier chapter are
4-regular planar graphs that are 2-connected and 4-edge connected.
In this thesis two types of 4-regular planar graphs are used to test the Hamiltonian
cycle algorithms. Algorithms to randomly generate both types of graphs were developed
by Diao, Ernst, and Ziegler and are described in [4], One type of graph is generated such
that all the graphs always contain a Hamiltonian cycle. In this thesis these graphs are
referred to as Ham graphs. Proper care has been taken in embedding the Hamiltonian
cycle in the Ham graphs to make sure none of the algorithms have an advantage. The
other type of graph is referred to as Tree graphs, and no prior information about the
existence of a Hamiltonian cycle is known for each individual graph.
The Ham graphs are used to test the algorithms' ability to find Hamiltonian
cycles. Since the algorithms might not find a Hamiltonian cycle, this allows us to know
whether it is due to the algorithm (always in the case of a Ham graph) or due to the
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graph not having a Hamiltonian cycle. Multiple edges and loop edges of the graph are
removed before executing the algorithms.
The purpose of the experiments in the thesis is to investigate the algorithms'
performance on 4-regular planar graphs.

5.2 Experimental Methodology
In this section the experimental methodology for various algorithms used in the
thesis is described.
Experiments were performed on the graphs of 20 to 550 vertices in this thesis. In
our experiments three different sets of 20 randomly generated graphs are taken at each
data point; the algorithms are executed and the results were averaged and reported.
A time limit of 600 seconds (i.e., 10 minutes) is used in Vandegriend backtrack
algorithm and in the backtrack algorithm using the brute-force approach. As the
Vandegriend backtrack algorithm picks the initial vertex randomly in the search, the
results differ for various executions, so this algorithm is executed 10 times on each graph
and the results are averaged.
Experiments were performed on several identical computers, each of which are
Intel Pentium 4, 2.8 GHz CPU with 512 MB RAM and Windows XP 2002 Service Pack
2 operating system.

5.3. Results
In this section the results of various experiments performed on Backtrack
algorithm using brute-force approach, Vandegriend backtrack algorithm and SemiHam
heuristic algorithm, for Ham graphs and Tree graphs, are shown and discussed.
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5.3.1 Backtrack Algorithm using Brute-Force Approach
Table 2 shows the results of the average number of Ham graphs and Tree graphs
in which the backtrack algorithm using brute-force approach found a Hamiltonian cycle.
The graph shown in Figure 25 illustrates the percentage of graphs in which this algorithm
found a Hamiltonian cycle. The graphs shown in Figure 26 illustrate the time taken by
this algorithm to find Hamiltonian cycle in Ham graphs and in Tree graphs. These figures
show that the algorithm takes more time to find the Hamiltonian cycle as the size of the
graph increases. When the size reaches more than 80 vertices in Ham graphs and 60
vertices in Tree graphs the algorithm is unable to find the Hamiltonian cycle in 90% of
the graphs, and so it loses its ability to find a Hamiltonian cycle.
The graph shown in Figure 25 illustrates that the algorithm can find a
Hamiltonian cycle in more Ham graphs than in Tree graphs. The algorithm looses its
ability to find a Hamiltonian cycle within the time limit of 600 seconds, as the size of the
graph increases. This is due to fact that this algorithm tries every vertex in the graph in
each step, i.e., using the brute-force approach, as the size increases the algorithm requires
more time to find the Hamiltonian cycle.
Table 2. Results of Backtrack Algorithm using Brute-Force Approach
Size of the Graph (N)

20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79
80-89
90-99

Average Number of H a m Graphs
for which the algorithm found a
Hamiltonian cycle (out of 20)

Average Number of Tree Graphs
for which the algorithm found a
Hamiltonian cycle (out of 20)

20
20
19.33
17.33
4.67
2.33
0
0

20
20
18.75
5
0.5
0
0
0
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Backtrack Algorithm using Brute-Force Approach
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Figure 25: Illustrating the % Graphs Backtrack Algorithm using Brute-Force Approach found
Hamiltonian Cycle
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Figure 26: Time taken by Backtrack Algorithm using Brute-Force Approach to find Hamiltonian
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5.3.2 Vandegriend Backtrack Algorithm
Table 3 shows the results of the average number of Ham graphs and Tree graphs
for which the Vandegriend backtrack algorithm found a Hamiltonian cycle. The graph
shown in Figure 27 illustrates the percentage of graphs in which this algorithm found a
Hamiltonian cycle. The graph shown in Figure 28 illustrates the time taken by this
algorithm to find Hamiltonian cycle in Ham graphs, and in Tree graphs. The times shown
in Figure 28 are the average time taken by this algorithm to solve the same graph ten
times as the Vandegriend backtrack algorithm involves randomness and results differ
when executed different times. But the times near 600 seconds are the average time the
algorithm found a Hamiltonian cycle before the timer has expired.
These graphs show that the algorithm takes more time to find the Hamiltonian
cycle, as the size of the graph increases. When the size reaches more than 190 vertices in
Ham graphs, and 150 vertices in Tree graphs, the algorithm is unable to find the
Hamiltonian cycle in 90% of the graphs. Therefore it loses its ability to find a
Hamiltonian cycle.
The graph shown in Figure 27 illustrates that the algorithm can find a
Hamiltonian cycle in more number of Ham graphs than in Tree graphs. The algorithm
loses its ability to find a Hamiltonian cycle within the time limit of 600 seconds, as the
size of the graph increases.
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Table 3: Results of Vandegriend Backtrack Algorithm

20-29

Average Number of H a m graphs
for which the algorithm found a
Hamiltonian Cycle (out of 20)
20

Average Number of Tree maps
for which the algorithm found a
Hamiltonian Cycle (out of 20)
20

30-39

20

20

40-49

20

20

50-59

20

20

60-69

20

20

70-79

20

20

80-89

20

19.66

90-99

20

18.93

100-109

19.81

16.38

110-119

19.56

12

120-129

18.19

9.52

130-139

16.67

3.83

140-149

9.89

1.97

150-159

9.04

0.97

160-169

3.96

0.69

170-179

2.85

0.34

180-189

2.37

0.07

190-199

1.87

0

200 - 209

1.62

0

210-219

1.31

0

220 - 229

0.58

0

230 - 239

0.11

0

240 - 249

0.11

0

Size of the Graph (N)

Vandegriend Backtrack Algorithm

Figure 27: Illustrating the % Graphs Vandegriend Backtrack Algorithm found Hamiltonian Cycle
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Vandegriend Backtrack Algorithm
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5.3.3 S e m i H a m Heuristic Algorithm

Table 4 shows the results of the average number of Ham graphs and Tree graphs,
for which the SemiHam heuristic algorithm found a Hamiltonian cycle. The graph shown
in Figure 29 illustrates the percentage of graphs in which the algorithm found a
Hamiltonian cycle. The graph shown in Figure 30 illustrates the time taken by this
algorithm to find a Hamiltonian cycle, in Ham graphs and in Tree graphs. When the size
reaches more than 350 vertices in Ham graphs, and 550 vertices in Tree graphs, the
algorithm is unable to find the Hamiltonian cycle in 90% of the graphs. Therefore it loses
its ability to find a Hamiltonian cycle. This is due to the limitation of the heuristic
algorithm for 4-regular planar graphs or even due to the limit on the number of rotated
paths the algorithm can investigate.
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The graph shown in Figure 29 illustrates that the algorithm can find a
Hamiltonian cycle in more Tree graphs than in Ham graphs. This result differs from the
previous two algorithms.

5.3.4 All the three Algorithms
The graphs shown in Figure 31 and 32 illustrate the time taken to find a
Hamiltonian cycle, by all the three algorithms in Ham graphs and in Tree graphs, in milli
seconds. In these graphs the line BABF indicates the time taken to find a Hamiltonian
cycle by Backtrack algorithm using brute-force approach, VBA indicates Vandegriend
backtrack algorithm, and SHA indicates SemiHam heuristic algorithm. In these graphs
the Backtrack algorithm with brute-force approach takes more time to find a Hamiltonian
cycle than the other two methods, as it tries all the vertices of the graph in every step, i.e.,
the brute-force approach.
Table 4: Results of SemiHam Heuristic Algorithm

Size of the Graph
(N)

Average Number of H a m graphs
in which the algorithm found a
Hamiltonian Cycle (out of 20)

20-49
50-99
100-149
150-199
200 - 249
250-299
300-349
350-399
400 - 4 4 9
450-499
500-559

19.56
17.29
13.79
8.91
5.74
3.17
1.65
1.72
0.59
0.33
0

Average Number of Tree graphs
in which the Algorithm found a
Hamiltonian Cycle (out of 20)
19.76
18.48
15.58
12.94
11.55
9.7
8.18
7
4.95
3.17
2.44
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Figure 29: Illustrating the % Graphs found Hamiltonian by SemiHam heuristic Algorithm
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Figure 30: Time taken by SemiHam Algorithm to find Hamiltonian cycle in H a m Graphs and Tree
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5.4. S u m m a r y of Experiments

The SemiHam heuristic algorithm is better suited for both Tree graphs and Ham
graphs. It finds a Hamiltonian cycle in 4-regular planar graphs tested of size up to 550.
The SemiHam heuristic algorithm does not test all possible conditions to find a solution,
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so if this method returns that the given graph is non-Hamiltonian, then it can be
Hamiltonian or non-Hamiltonian. This algorithm finds a Hamiltonian cycle in more Tree
graphs than in Ham graphs.
Vandegriend backtrack algorithm found a Hamiltonian cycle in 4-regular planar
graphs of size up to 250 within a time limit of 600 seconds. The backtrack algorithm
using brute-force approach found a Hamiltonian cycle in 4-regular planar graphs of size
up to 80, within a time limit of 600 seconds. The SemiHam heuristic algorithm is able to
find a Hamiltonian cycle in a higher percentage of 4-regular planar graphs than the other
two algorithms.

6. Conclusions
In this thesis, various Hamiltonian cycle algorithms, the basic ideas and their
implementation, are studied and tested with two types of randomly generated 4-regular
planar graphs that are 2-connected and 4-edge connected, i.e., Ham graphs and Tree
graphs. The performance of these algorithms on Ham graphs and Tree graphs are
examined in this thesis.
Among the three methods used, the SemiHam heuristic algorithm finds the
Hamiltonian cycle in less time, and in higher % of graphs. It finds a Hamiltonian cycle in
at least 10% of Tree graphs up to 550 vertices, and Ham graphs up to 350 vertices.
Of the three algorithms used, Backtrack algorithm with the brute-force approach
takes the most time to find a Hamiltonian cycle in a graph (see Figures 31 and 32). So
this algorithm cannot find a Hamiltonian cycle in the Ham graphs with more than 80
vertices, and Tree graphs with more than 60 vertices, within a time limit of 600 seconds
in more than 10% of the graphs given.
The Vandegriend backtrack algorithm finds a Hamiltonian cycle in the Ham
graphs with more than 190 vertices, and in Tree graphs with more than 140 vertices,
within a time limit of 600 seconds in more than 10% of the graphs given.
In this thesis we have found that the SemiHam heuristic algorithm is the most
efficient one among the three to find a Hamiltonian cycle, in 4-regular planar graphs. It
finds a Hamiltonian cycle in larger number of Tree graphs than Ham graphs.
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